New Garages To Be Constructed

Construction of a multi-level parking garage will begin next month. Parking fees will not be levied for spaces in the structure.

The 404-car automobile garage will be adjacent to Building Twenty, between the central wing and the United Carr Fastenal Company. At the time dedication of the ramp was announced last year, cost was set at $179,000.

Legal restrictions imposed by the Cambridge Building Code upheld construction of the ramp and the Earth Science Building. When the garage is completed next winter, it will have a net increase of 50 parking spaces above the present total.

Consideration of last year's estimated cost of $3100 per parking space led the committee to recommend a parking fee of $30 per year for use of the building. However, the Committee has decided to modify the Institute policy of parking without charge.

Junior Invited to Pembroke for Gala Day, Night of Fun

Forty members of the Class of '61 will hop a bus for Providence May 15 for a mixer with the sophomore class of Pembroke College. The Pembroke girls have invited the MIT juniors to Sunday afternoon and night activities at Brown University's estate on Narragansett Bay.

Swimming, tennis, and other outdoor sports in the fine weather, a steak dinner, and an informal dinner that night are scheduled. Travelling by bus, the group will leave Walker Memorial at one Sunday afternoon, returning late that night.

Tickets have been on sale in the office of Building Ten for juniors and their dates. (Ticket sales are scheduled for a mixer with the sophomore class.)

Sailors Twice Victorious Last Weekend

In nearly ideal conditions the varsity sailors successfully defended the Ivan D. Gary Memorial Trophy Saturday by topping Coast Guard, EU, and Harvard, and placed first at the regatta on the Mystic Lakes.

The Tech Tailor and Jack Kirl, '60, co-skippered to lead Holy Cross, Dartmouth, Harvard, Rhode Island School of Design, and Tufa. Also qualifying were Holy Cross and Dartmouth. In the best of MIT those qualifying were Branden (21), CG (19), and BC (46). EU and two other schools qualified in the best at CG.

First Float at Tufa's on Sunday Freshman skippers Mike Lichten and John Wells with crews Dave Hoo and Bill Walter defeated William, BC, Amherst and Tufa in a regatta on the Mystic Lakes.

MIT to Buy Cencro

The fort that MIT is close to acquiring the land and building at the corner of Ames and Andover Streets (currently the property of the Central Scientific Company) was revealed Sunday by Administration officials. Mr. Frederick W. Wattles, Assistant Treasurer of MIT, said that through final purchase was "nearly enough away," that the completion of the transaction could be considered a certainty. No definite plans for the new property have as yet been revealed.

At the present time Cencro, the Tech Tailor and a member of other from occupy the land being bought.

THE TIE AND TAILS FRIDAY AT A-BALL

Garlands, a Steak Dinner, the College's Top Dancers, Best Halifax Dancing.

Gala dancing at the 5th annual Tradition Ball held last Friday in Walker Memorial. (Photo copyright 1960 by Curt V. W.)

SUSMAN REPORT PUBLISHED

Emphasizes Student Needs

"The problem of MIT is not merely to create a community of undergraduates but to create a community conscious of itself, which is both intellectual and scientific." —Freshman Morale at MIT, The Class of 1961, by Dr. Leslie Steckman, has been released to the MIT community this week.

The "Susman Report" is the final result of a project commissioned by the Undergraduate Association at the time Arnie Arnetsz, '58, was UAP. The specific purpose of the report, according to the original proposal, is "to find out what people thought they suspected." The report was initiated in the summer before the present junior class matriculated. Following questionnaires sent out in the summer, Dr. Susman and her staff conducted lengthy interviews during the first six weeks and the weekly two-hour interviews were held and four of the freshman kept extensive diaries.

The report is filled with obvious axioms. It is, however, a departure from other studies. One of the distinct advantages, "The best advice I can give you is going to get rid of MIT. It isn't. I guess I'd rather get a B somewhere else."

The heavily urban class tended to show a stronger preference for the Republican Party than their parents' values, with students mentioning academic prestige in the reason for attending MIT (only 25% of the class retained this opinion after a year), 90% percent expected to be the upper half of their class.

At the end of the year, 56% rated Physics lectures as very interesting, although only 17% found it difficult. In contrast, 48% found Chemistry not difficult, while MIT found it not interesting.

Despite assignment ratios of 77%, BU with 77, and Harvard with 50. Despite assignment ratios of 77%, BU with 77, and Harvard with 50.
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